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One concern I’ve heard raised is that if church music is too good or too involved it draws attention away 
from the sacrifice of the Mass towards the musicians. Before admitting I know what they’re talking about, 
I’m going to point out that bad music has the same effect. In fact, people are more distracted by music 
that is poorly done (or poorly chosen) than by music that feels performance oriented. But still, when the 
Mass feels more like a concert than the Holy Sacrifice, something (however big or small) is off.  
For musicians (and most liturgical ministers), I think St. John the Baptist is a good 
model. St. John the Baptist pointed to Our Lord saying, “Behold, the Lamb of God! 
He must increase, and I must decrease.” In other words, he pointed people to Our 
Lord and then got out of the way. The same should be true of us. When providing 
music for Mass, or reading, or altar serving, what we do should draw attention to 
Our Lord and (as much as possible) away from us.  
This is one of the reasons as an organist that I’m a big fan of choir lofts. I can just 
be background music. What people see is the altar. They might hear me, but I’m 
only there to help focus them on the sacrifice of the Mass. The architecture of the 
church makes that clear.  
Apart from the architecture, the musician needs to have a sense of timing. There 
are points in the Mass where he should be prominent and points where he should 
fade into the background. This is one of the joys of the pipe organ: it’s incredibly 
versatile. I can pull all the loud stops (there are stops that are meant to imitate trumpets and tubas that 
are a lot of fun) during the opening hymn but on the other hand improvise with quiet strings (stops that 
are meant to sound like violins) while the altar is prepared. Sometimes our only job is to set the mood 
while people quietly pray. Sometimes our job is to get people’s attention: “Hey! Something big is 
happening.” Regardless, the principle still holds: point to Our Lord, then get out of the way.  
It’s worth noting as well that strictly speaking, music isn’t necessary for the Mass. It is nice, it’s helpful, it’s 
fitting given the solemnity of what we’re doing, but the Holy Sacrifice happens with music or without it. 
Some of the most prayerful Masses I’ve attended have been in complete silence, with just the low 
mumble of prayers by the priest up at the altar. That’s not a bad thing either; the fact that that is possible 
puts our role as musicians in perspective. We are at the service of Our Lord. So long as everything we do 
is an attempt to draw attention to Him, we’re doing well.  
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